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Abstract
By extending the GARCH option pricing model of Duan  to more exible volatil	
ity estimation it is shown that the prices of out	of	the	money options strongly depend on
volatility features such as asymmetry
 Results are provided for the properties of the
stationary pricing distribution in the case of a threshold GARCH model
 For a stock
index series with a pronounced leverage eect simulated threshold GARCH option prices
are substantially closer to observed market prices than the BlackScholes and simulated
GARCH prices
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  Introduction
It has long been recognized in the option pricing literature that the BlackScholes prices re
veal certain empirical anomalies e g  the wellknown smile eect In recent years the most
prominent explanation for these anomalies has been stochastic volatility of the underlying asset
Empirically less signicant are the eects of trading in discrete time 	Bossaerts and Hillion

 and feedback eects of hedging on the stock price process 	Platen and Schweizer 

Since the introduction by Engle 	
 autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity 	ARCH
models have been successfully applied to nancial time series It is thus natural to consider
pricing models for options on assets whose prices follow ARCHtype processes To this end
Duan 	
 established a discretetime option pricing model for the case of a GARCH volatil
ity process The aim of our paper is to show that for a given preference structure the results of
Duan may be very sensitive to alternative specications of the volatility process This concerns
the statistical properties of the asset price process under the equivalent martingale measure as
well as the simulated prices
The shape of the news impact curve dened by Engle and Ng 	
 as todays volatility
as a function of yesterdays return is one of the dominating pricing factors For instance it
is relevant to nd out whether the news impact curve is symmetric or asymmetric how fast
it increases and whether it saturates for large returns In general far in and far outofthe
money options are underpriced and atthemoney options overpriced by BlackScholes in the
case of stochastic volatility However as the simulations of Hull and White 	
 already
show the degree of mispricing strongly depends on the volatility parameters and even more
strongly on the correlation between volatility and the stock price
In order to alleviate mispricing due to volatility misspecifation exible volatility models are
required If there is a correlation between stock price and volatility one could use the EGARCH
model of Nelson 	

 This model however has the drawback that stationarity conditions
and the asymptotics of QMLE are not completely solved An alternative way is to introduce
thresholds for the news impact curve as in the threshold GARCH 	TGARCH model by Zakoian
	
 for the conditional standard deviation and Glosten Jagannathan and Runkle 	

for the conditional variance If the number of thresholds can be determined from the data
this approach has the appealing property that it is the rst step towards a nonparametric
model without any parametric restriction In fact recent papers on nonparametric volatility
estimation show that these models are able to reveal volatility features that would be dicult
to capture with parametric models Bossaerts Hardle and Hafner 	
 obtain asymmetry of
nonparametric news impact curves for major foreign exchange rates Also they show that the
conditional kurtosis may not be constant which is not consistent with the standard conditional
normality assumption
However an exhaustive analysis of the complex structure of high frequency nancial time
series and its impact on option pricing has to be left to future research Here we focus solely


on the volatility specication knowing that the eects of e g  skewness and kurtosis may not
be negligible We extend the results of Duan 	
 to the case of a TGARCH process and
provide extensive Monte Carlo simulation results for three typical parameter constellations In
particular we compare the simulated GARCH option prices with corresponding TGARCH and
BlackScholes prices In an empirical analysis we show that the observed call option market
prices indeed reect the asymmetry found for the news impact curve of a DAX series
Section  gives a review of recent developments of volatility models in discrete time Section
 extends the GARCH option pricing model to TGARCH Section  provides a simulation
study for GARCH and TGARCH option prices and in Section  price predictions are obtained
for calls on the DAX and compared with market prices
 A succinct review of exible ARCH models
It is wellknown that returns of nancial time series exhibit nonconstant volatility patterns A
general time series model for nancial returns would be
y
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history of the time series If  
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is interpreted as the risk premium it can be linked to 
t
 as in
the ARCHinmean 	ARCHM model of Engle Lilien and Robins 	
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r would typically be the riskfree rate and f the logarithm or square root
The ARCH	q model 	Engle 
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 assumes a linear dependence of the conditional variance
on squared past residuals
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Bollerslev 	
 generalized the ARCH	q model to an analogue of ARMA processes for 
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t
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The GARCH	p q model takes the form
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The original idea of these ARCH type models of volatility was that the value of todays 
t
is computable from recent innovation scale factors andor past residuals of the process The
standard ARCHmodels have a defect though in the sense that they do not model possible asym
metric volatility shocks Good news do not necessarily have the same impact on volatility
as bad news Engle and Ng 	
 provide a survey of many parametric models proposed to
overcome the symmetry problem Important representatives in this context are the EGARCH
model and the threshold ARCH models

Nelson 	

 introduced the exponential GARCH 	EGARCH model
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with deterministic coecients 
t
 
k
 and g	u  		juj Ejuj  
u The EGARCH model has
several important advantages over the classic ARCH formulation of conditional heteroskedas
ticity It models volatility more naturally in a multiplicative way and the piecewise linear
function g may model the observable asymmetry of 
 
t
as a function of past innovations A
disadvantage though is that for some common fattailed distributions of 
t
the unconditional
variance is not nite Also it implies an exponential increase of the news impact curve which
has not been found favorable in many empirical investigations
The idea of threshold ARCH 	TARCH models is to keep the functional form of the standard
GARCH model but to let the coecients  depend on past innovations Glosten Jagannathan
and Runkle 	
 consider the simple case where  depends only on the sign of the past
innovation i e 
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Here I	A denotes an indicator function that takes the value one if the logical expression A
is true and zero otherwise Obviously this model coincides with the standard GARCH	


model if 

 
 
 The case 

 
 
describes the leverage eect which is usually observed for
stock returns
In the same spirit Zakoian 	
 modeled the conditional standard deviation For one
threshold at zero a threshold ARCH model of order q can be written as
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with 
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 Rabemananjara and Zakoian 	
 applied this
model in a generalized form to the French stock market Recently this model was generalized
by El Babsiri and Zakoian 	
 by specifying 
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TGARCH processes Thus depending on the sign of the innovations one possibly obtains
dierent volatility processes
A rst step towards a exible nonparametric modelling of volatility was made by the
pathbreaking paper of Gourieroux and Monfort 	
 Their Qualitative Threshold ARCH
	QTARCH model had 
 
t
as a step function of the past returns y
t
 For instance a QTARCH
model of order one takes the form
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J
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is a partition of the real line s
j
are the step heights and J is the number of
steps

A direct advantage of model 	 is that the functional form is no longer bound to a specic
one since step functions are dense in the L
 
function space A disadvantage though is that the
choice of J is not exible Gourieroux and Monfort 	
 assumed a known and xed number
of steps J 
A more exible model is described in Hardle and Tsybakov 	
 where the volatility is
modelled as an unknown function of the past return
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An extension to the multivariate case 
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t
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 is given by Hardle Tsybakov
and Yang 	
 In that paper a multivariate time series volatility matrix is modelled as
an unknown function of the past values of the process From the smoothing literature it is
well known that the exibility of free functional form estimation has to be paid with reduced
statistical precision especially in higher dimension In the case considered here the consequence
for the practical use of smoothing techniques for time series must be a limit on the number of
lags or an introduction of lower dimensional structure
The newer literature pursues the second way by considering additive models or multiplicative
structures of volatility see Hardle Lutkepohl and Chen 	
 Yang and Hardle 	
 and
Hafner 	
 Also a nonparametric analogue of the heterogenous ARCH 	HARCH model
of Muller et al  	
 can be established as
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where g
j
are nonparametric additive factor functions This model is economically appealing
since it regards volatility as the accumulation of dierent market components These com
ponents are described by the traders frequency of regarding and acting at the market each
component having a dierent impact on volatility
 Option pricing with alternative ARCH models
We consider a discretetime economy where interest rates and returns are paid after each time
interval of xed equispaced length This contrasts the usual formulation in terms of continuously
compounded interest rates and returns but we keep the notation consistent with the notation
traditionally used in the ARCH literature
Let S
t
 t    
     be the price of a stock at time t and y
t
 	S
t
 S
t 
S
t 
be its one
period return excluding dividend payments Suppose that there is a price for risk measured
in terms of a risk premium that is added to the riskfree rate r to build the expected next
period return It is sensible to allow dependence of risk premia on the conditional variance As
Duan 	
 we adopt the ARCHM model of Engle Lilien and Robins 	
 with the risk

premium being a linear function of the conditional standard deviation
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In 	
   and  are constant parameters satisfying stationarity and positivity conditions
The constant parameter  may be interpreted as the unit price for risk F
t
denotes the set of all
information prior to and including time t For notational convenience we restrict our discussion
to the GARCH	

 case
The above model is estimated under the empirical measure P  If one wants to apply the
riskneutral pricing methodology 	see Cox and Ross 
 the measure has to be transformed
such that the resulting discounted price process is a martingale This guarantees that there are
no arbitrage opportunities 	Harrison and Kreps 
 Due to the incompleteness of markets
however there is a multitude of such transformations 	Harrison and Pliska 

 Unlike the
complete market situation incompleteness leaves the trader unable to construct a selfnancing
portfolio that exactly duplicates the options payo Thus hedging involves a risk and option
prices generally depend on risk preferences It should be emphasized that the nonavailability
of a perfect hedging strategy is of eminent importance for the hedging practice
To apply present value pricing by choosing a particular pricing measure one has to impose
assumptions about the pricing of volatility Many papers investigated option prices under
stochastic volatility for the case that volatility has zero systematic risk 	i e  the volatility risk
premium is zero see eg Hull and White 
 and Renault and Touzi 
 Melino and
Turnbull 	
  allowed for nonzero constant and exogenous volatility risk premia As the
empirical results of Wiggins 	
 show the nonpricing of changes in volatility may not be
justied
Duan identied an equivalent martingale measureQ by requiring that the conditional return
distribution remains normal and
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almost surely with respect to P  This is what he terms the locally riskneutral valuation rela
tionship 	LRNVR He shows that a representative agent with for example constant relative
risk aversion and normally distributed relative changes in aggregate consumption maximizes
his expected utility using the LRNVR The LRNVR incorporates a constant volatility risk
premium that is directly linked to the risk premium in the mean The alternative concept of
minimizing the quadratic loss of a hedge portfolio as pioneered by Follmer and Sondermann
	
 will in general lead to a dierent choice of the pricing measure The minimal equivalent
martingale measure as dened by Follmer and Schweizer 	

 is intuitively characterized
by the smallest distance 	in terms of a relative entropy i e  KullbackLeibler distance to the
empirical measure in the class of all equivalent martingale measures P

say It minimizes the

expected quadratic dierence between the option value and the value of a hedge portfolio at
the terminal date The following theorem states that under conditional normality 	
 ensures
minimization of the relative entropy of the conditional densities under P and P

 which we call
local relative entropy It is general in the sense that it does not depend on the specication of
the volatility process 
 
t

Theorem   Given conditional normality under the class of equivalent martingale measures
P

 the LRNVRmeasure minimizes the local relative entropy of P

with respect to P  
Proof see Appendix
Note that unlike the minimal martingale measure the LRNVR measure is not concerned
with the properties of the stationary distributions under P and P

 but with the conditional
distributions Both measures coincide if y
t
is conditionally homoskedastic or if the unit risk
premium  is zero
To obtain a martingale process under the new measure one has to introduce a new error
term 
t
 that incorporates the timevarying risk premium eect Hence by dening 
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For the GARCH	

 model the variance of the stationary distribution under the empirical
measure P is Var
P
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t
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     see Bollerslev 	
 For the LRNVRmeasure the
variance of the stationary distribution increases to Var
Q
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   due to
the fact that the volatility process under Q is driven by noncentral rather than central chi
square distributed innovations We will see below that the change of the unconditional variance
crucially depends on the specication of the news impact curve
As noted above the restriction of having a quadratic and symmetric news impact function
may not always be reasonable as many empirical studies of stock returns showed For the
above model this assumption can be relaxed to some nonlinear news impact function g	 The
following model is a nonparametric 	or semiparametric analogue to the GARCH model Under
the empirical measure P we have
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For this general framework with no prior information on g	 estimation is a delicate issue
because iterative estimators are required However if  is suciently small one can truncate
at some lag and estimate a conventional semiparametric additive model

Under the LRNVR equivalent martingale measure Q the model becomes
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Note that once an estimate of g	 is obtained under P  it can readily be used for the pricing
under Q
However we decided not to use this general semiparametric model because a thorough
analysis of the properties of the estimators is still in progress Instead we consider a exible
parametric model that will be investigated below in a simulation study i e  the threshold
GARCH model of Glosten Jagannathan and Runkle 	
 where the news impact function
can be written as g	x    
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I	x    To give some motivation for this
model we estimated a very simple nonparametric model y
t
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t
 for the returns on the
German stock index DAX which will be further analyzed in Section  The estimate of the
news impact curve 
 
	 is shown in Figure  To have an idea about the distribution of the
returns a nonparametric density estimate visavis a smoothed normal density is provided in
Figure 

Figures 
 and 
It is obvious that g	 is not symmetric around zero Also g	 is not symmetric around a
positive risk premium measure since the average risk premium of the estimated TGARCHM
model in Section  is of smaller size The TGARCH model captures this eect by having


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 
 We are aware of the fact that other parametric models may as well describe this
feature but the TGARCH model has proven to be a suciently exible and tractable model
for stock returns 	see e g  Rabemananjara and Zakoian 
 whereas the EGARCH model
as noted above suers from several theoretical and practical drawbacks
Recall that the innovation distribution is normal Thus it follows for the TGARCH model
that the unconditional variance under P is Var
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The following theorem provides the unconditional variance under Q
Theorem  The unconditional variance of the TGARCH model under the LRNVR equiv
alent martingale measure Q is
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 denoting the cumulative standard normal distribution function 

Proof see Appendix
 is a positivevalued function and 	  
 for the realistic case     We can make
the following statements about the change of the unconditional variance For 	
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	the leverage eect case the
unconditional variance increases even stronger than in the symmetric GARCH case For 	
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 the unconditional variance will be smaller than for the leverage eect case and we
can distinguish two cases If the inequality
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holds then the unconditional variance under Q will be even smaller than the unconditional
variance under P  If 	
 does not hold then we have as above Var
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 However
the quotient on the right hand side of 	
 takes negative values for realistic values of the unit
risk premium 	i e  small positive values such that for most empirical studies 	
 will not
hold
Of course the stationary variance aects the option price the larger 	smaller the variance
the higher 	lower the option price This is especially relevant for long maturity options where
the long run mean of volatility is one of the important determinants of the option price Thus
options may be underpriced when employing the GARCH model if in fact there is a leverage
eect
A second pecularity of the LRNVR approach is that under Q and for positive risk pre
mia todays innovation is negatively correlated with tomorrows GARCH conditional vari
ance contrary to the zero correlation under P  More precisely we have Cov
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 with GARCH parameter  This suggests that short run predictions of volatility
under Q 	which aects the option price depend not only on squared past innovations but also
on their signs In particular for     a negative 	positive past innovation tends to increase
	decrease volatility and thus the option price The following theorem states that the covariance
depends on the asymmetry of the news impact function when we use a TGARCH instead of a
GARCH model
Theorem  For the TGARCH model the covariance under the LRNVR equivalent mar
tingale measure Q of the innovation at time t and the conditional variance at time t
 can be
expressed as
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 is given in Theorem  
Proof see Appendix
Assume in the following that we have a positive unit risk premium  Again we can
distinguish three cases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then the correlation becomes positive Finally for 
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	the leverage case the covariance
is negative and increases in absolute value
This shows that also the reverting behavior of volatility to the stationary variance under Q
may be quite dierent from the symmetric GARCH case The negative covariance is even larger
for the leverage eect case This indicates that options may be overpriced 	underpriced if
the past innovation is positive 	negative the asset price follows a TGARCH process with

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 and the GARCH model 	
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 is used for volatility predictions
 A Monte Carlo study
Because the discounted price process is a martingale under the equivalent martingale measure
Q we can apply the riskneutral valuation methodology of Cox and Ross 	
 The Qprice
of a call option at time t C
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 is given by
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with T denoting the maturity date n  T  t the time to maturity and K the exercise
price For European options the noarbitrage price of a put option P
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 is determined by put
call parity i e  P
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K Because there is no analytic expression for the
expectation in 	
 we have to use numerical techniques to simulate the option price That
is the distribution of the payo function max	S
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 at the terminal date is simulated by
generating m independent realizations of the stock price process
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is the return of the i
th
realization at time s and then discount the mean of the
payofunction with the riskfree rate i e 
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Throughout the simulation study we used the following parameters r    S

 
   n   
days m             
 The moneyness S

K was varied from   to 

 which is
the typical range of traded options at the market We do not compare the eects of dierent
times to maturity n because it is known from previous work that many of the features caused
by stochastic volatility such as smiles disappear when the time to maturity is increased In
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Table 
 Characterization of types
general these eects qualitatively stay the same but quantitatively become more and more
insignicant This was conrmed by our experiments so we focused on only one short maturity
To reduce the variance of the payos the antithetic variable technique of Hammersley and
Handscomb 	
 was used This turned out to be sucient since the standard errors of the
obtained option prices were small due to our large number of replications m
In order to study the eects of an asymmetric news impact function on option prices we
consider three situations characterized by the degree of shortrun autocorrelation of squared
returns and by the degree of persistence For a GARCH	

 process it can be shown that the
rst order autocorrelation of squared returns 

 is given by


 	
    
 
	
    
 
 	
and 
j
 	
j 
 j       Table 
 reports the parameter constellations and character
istics of the three types
Type 
 is described by high persistence and small rst order autocorrelation Type  by
high persistence and large rst order autocorrelation and Type  by low persistence and small
rst order autocorrelation Type 
 is typical for highfrequency nancial series 	daily or intra
daily because it is usually observed that the autocorrelation function of squared returns drops
quickly for the rst lags but then declines very slowly Type  describes a situation where
there are very strong ARCH eects and Type  resembles the case of highly aggregated data
e g  monthly or quarterly series In all cases the parameter  is chosen such that 
 
     
i e  the unconditional variance remains the same
Concerning the nonlinear news impact function g	 we have chosen the Threshold ARCH
Model of Glosten Jagannathan and Runkle 	
 and Zakoian 	
 with two asymmetry
cases The rst case which we may call leverageeect case is
g

	x    
x
 
I	x      x
 
I	x   
and the second reverted leverageeect case
g
 
	x     x
 
I	x     
x
 
I	x   
The simulation results are summarized as follows For each type we generated plots of the
absolute and relative dierence of GARCHTGARCH prices to the corresponding BlackScholes

 
price The relative dierence is dened as the absolute dierence divided by the BlackScholes
price Due to the small grid 	we used steps of   
 for the moneyness the functions appear
very smooth Additional to the plots we present the numerical results for selected values of the
moneyness
The results for the leverage eect case and Type 
 are summarized by Figure  and Table

Figure  and Table 
For the GARCH case we obtain the wellknown result that the price dierence to BlackScholes
has a Ushape with respect to the moneyness As a consequence of the monotonously increasing
call price in the moneyness the relative dierence is largest in absolute value for outofthe
money options whereas the relative dierence becomes more and more negligible the higher
the moneyness This may also explain the often observed skewness of the smile eect For the
TGARCH option prices we basically observe a similar deviation to BlackScholes but with one
major dierence For the leverage eect outofthemoney options are priced lower and inthe
moneyoptions higher than under a GARCH model This is intuitively plausible If an option is
far outofthemoney and time to maturity is short the only possibility to be of positive value
at the expiration date is that the underlying stock appreciates several times in a row with large
returns This however is less probable for the leverage case because positive returns have in
this case a smaller impact on volatility than in the symmetric case provided that the above
parameter constellation holds
For the leverage eect case the described deviation of TGARCH prices from GARCH prices
is also visible for the other types 	see Figures   and Tables  
Figures   and Tables  
For the reverted leverage eect case the arguments are reversed Now it is more probable
that an outofthemoney option will end up in the money and therefore the TGARCH prices
of far outofthemoney options are higher than the GARCH prices The results for the reverted
leverage case are given in Figures   and  and Tables   and 
 
Figures    and Tables   and 
 
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Table  GARCH and TGARCH estimation results for DAX returns  
 


  	stan
dard errors in parentheses
As one might expect the deviations of the simulated prices to BlackScholes and between
the GARCH and TGARCH prices are highest for Type  i e  for very strong shortrun ARCH
eects and smallest for the low persistence Type  The latter case is expected because the
dierences should disappear the more the homoskedastic case is approached
 Application to the pricing of DAX Calls
The GARCH pricing methodology was applied to German stock index and option data As a
stock index we used the daily closing notation of the DAX January 
st 
 to April  th

 The closing notation of this index is usually xed at about 
  local time 	Frankfurt
For call options on this index we used the tick price recording of the DTB for January 

In order to synchronize stock and option time we linearly interpolated between the last option
price before 
  and the rst one after unless there was more than two hours dierence
There was no evidence for autocorrelation in the mean but squared and absolute returns
were highly autocorrelated so the GARCH	

M model
y
t
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t
 
t
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
t
j F
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  N	  
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t
 	
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 
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 
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 
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	
was estimated by Quasi Maximum Likelihood Estimation for the DAX series until 


 
A constant parameter in 	 was not signicant so excluded from the estimation The results
are reported in Table 
All parameters are signicant The volatility is stationary with      
 The risk
premium parameter  is positive as expected
The QMLE results for the TGARCH model

 
t
   


 
t 
I	
t 
    
 

 
t 
I	
t 
    
 
t 
	
are also given in Table 


Considering the logLikelihood value the TGARCH t improves the GARCH t A
likelihoodratio test rejects the GARCH model at all conventional levels 

and 
 
are signif
icantly dierent and thus the asymmetry of the news impact function is signicant Because


 
 
 we have the usual leverage eect for stock market series
Having estimated the parameters the next step is to simulate option prices for the subse
quent period We selected a call option and since the DAX options traded at the DTB are
of the European type results for put options can be obtained by putcall parity Also in the
light of the discussion above a short maturity option was selected to capture those options
that are most sensitive to stochastic volatility The last trading day of the DAX call January
was Friday January 
 Three exercise prices K were selected 
  
   and 
  approxi
mately reecting the inthemoney atthemoney and outofthemoney cases respectively We
simulated option prices for the ten days from January  to January 

One major problem is how to specify the starting value for the volatility process A some
what rash choice would be as one usually does when estimating a model to set it equal to the
unconditional variance As this is a good choice for an insample situation it fails when it comes
to outofsample prediction because the current state is relevant Therefore we experimented
rst setting the starting values equal to the current estimates of volatility by extrapolating the
volatility process keeping the parameters xed However it became obvious that this proce
dure still gave a poor estimate of what the markets perception of risk was at that time In
fact it was seen that the implied volatility 
im
was substantially smaller than the GARCH and
TGARCH estimates For a given r the implied volatility is dened by
C
Market
	S
t
K n  C
BS
	S
t
K n 
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	S
t
K n 	
where C
BS
is the option price in the standard model of Black and Scholes 	
 i e 
C
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 
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 
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We saw this large discrepancy between implied and estimated volatility as an indicator that
the market had incremental information about the volatility state and possibly about future
events Thus for the simulation of option prices at time t we made use of the implied volatility

im
	S
t 
K n  
 in two ways First as starting value for the 	TGARCH simulations and
second as the markets expectation of the average volatility until maturity i e   is adjusted
to
 

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for the GARCH case and
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
for the TGARCH case with the function  as dened in Theorem  Apart from the volatility
the other parameters are xed at their estimated values
For calculation of the BlackScholes prices at time t the implied volatility at time t  

was used A similar procedure was used in Bossaerts and Hillion 	
 where 
 minute old
implied volatilities were plugged into the BlackScholes formula which then performed well
The prediction results and comparison with the actual market prices are reported in Table
 At rst glance the results appear mixed It is striking that for some days 	e g   

 the
predicted option prices are far away from market prices The only possible explanation is that
the markets perception of risk mirrored by the implied volatility changed dramatically over
one day Because the implied volatility from the previous day is a crucial parameter for the
above described prediction procedure all three models fail in this case Considering all ten
days however the employed procedure was still doing much better than the procedure with
current volatility estimates as starting values
In order to have a goodnessoft criterion we dene relative residuals as
u
i t

C
i t
 C
Market t
C
Market t
with i  BSGARCHTGARCH Residuals should be looked at in relative terms because
traders will always prefer a cheap option which is underpriced by the same amount as an
expensive option simply by multiplying his position in the cheap option A similar argument
applies for the case of selling overpriced options Due to the symmetry we can consider a
quadratic losscriterion i e 
Q
i

X
t
u
 
i t

The results for the three models are given in Table 
Overall both the GARCH and TGARCH perform substantially better than the BlackScholes
model For inthemoney and atthemoney options the improvement of the TGARCH predic
tion over GARCH is small For outofthemoney options however there is a large reduction
of the loss criterion Recall from the simulation study that options reacting most sensitive to
stochastic volatility and leverage eects are outofthemoney options Now we obtain the
same result for real market data which tells us that the market is aware 	or at least reects
it in the prices of the asymmetry of the volatility Thus the conclusion is that it strongly
matters which volatility process is estimated and used for option pricing
 Conclusions
In this paper we show that outofthemoney options strongly depend on the volatility speci
cation In particular if there is a leverage eect outofthemoney options may be severely
overpriced by assuming a symmetric news impact function as in the GARCH model For this
to show a simulation study was performed which used as the volatility generating process
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Table  Daytoday price predictions for DAX calls traded during the period 
 
  and
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
 maturing at 
 

 BS BlackScholes price with volatility set to the implied
volatility at the previous trading day GARCHTGARCH Simulated prices with volatility
process set to the estimated GARCH respectively TGARCH models The estimation period
was 
 
 
  


 


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Table 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for DAX calls traded during the period 
 
   
 

 and maturing at

 


a constant 	BlackScholes GARCH and Threshold GARCH The TGARCH option prices of
about more than ve percent outofthemoney options signicantly deviated from the GARCH
prices In a real data example it was shown for calls on the German stock index DAX matur
ing January 
 that the simulated TGARCH prices were closer to market prices than both
BlackScholes and GARCH prices In fact under timevarying volatility and short maturity
BlackScholes seems to perform quite poorly whereas GARCH and TGARCH both do reason
ably well The dierence between GARCH and TGARCH becomes obvious when looking at
the prices for options with high exercise price Concluding it can be stated that at least for
the examined period in January 
 traders at the DTB were aware of both the underlying
stochastic volatility and the underlying leverage eect The observed market prices reect both
of these features
Future research will have to investigate the performance of standard hedge portfolios under
dierent choices of the martingale measure as well as under misspecication of the time series
model for the underlying stock
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem  Let f
P
 
be the conditional distribution of y
t
under the equivalent mar
tingale measure P

 In the GARCH option pricing model f
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 
is normal with mean r and
variance say v
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 The conditional distribution under P  f
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The rst order condition for a minimum of d	P
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jP  with respect to v
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and since the second order condition for a minimum is satised we have
Q  arg min
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and the proof is complete QED
Proof of Theorem  Let z
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Taking expectations the integral expression for the negative support can be veried to be
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Noting that the unconditional variance is independent of t the result is obtained QED
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Plugging 	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! the result is obtained QED
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DAX density vs Normal
Figure 
 Kernel estimate of the DAX return distribution 	solid line versus a Kernel estimate
of a normal distribution 	dashed line with the same mean and variance We used a bandwidth
of    and a quartic kernel The boundary regions are skipped in the gure
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DAX News Impact Curve
Figure  Local linear estimate of the news impact curve for the DAX The model is y
t

	y
t 

t
 Shown is the estimate of the function 
 
	y
t 
 for a bandwidth choice of    The
boundary regions are skipped in the gure
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Figure  The plot above shows the price dierence of simulated GARCH 	solid line and
TGARCH 	dashed line option prices to BlackScholes prices as a function of moneyness The
plot below shows the corresponding dierences divided by the BlackScholes prices Parameters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Table  Monte Carlo Simulation results for the leverage eect case and Type 
 money
refers to the moneyness of the call option BS is the analytic BlackScholes price using the
unconditional volatility of the simulated GARCH process GARCH and TGARCH are the
simulated option prices of       Monte Carlo replications # di is the percentage dierence
to the BlackScholes price and stddev is the standard deviation of # di for the simulations
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Figure  Type  and leverage eect case Notes as in Figure 
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